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Male mortal kombat characters original

Wikipedia list article List of playable characters for Mortal Kombat: Armageddon (2006), minus Taven, Daegon and Khameleon This is a list of playable characters from the Mortal Kombat series of fighting games and the games in which they appear. The series takes place in a fictional universe of six realms, overseen by humans known as the Old Gods. The
Elder Gods created a battle tournament called Mortal Kombat to resolve conflicts between nature. Mortal Kombat's first game introduces a tournament where Earthrealm can be conquered by Outworld if the tournament loses. The Warriors, representing Earthrealm, defeated tournament champion Goro and host Shang Tsung, but this made Tsung look for
other ways to defeat Earthrealm. Since then, each match features a new villain who wants to conquer the kingdom. By Mortal Kombat: Deception, most of the main characters have been killed by Shang Tsung and Quan Chi, but by Mortal Kombat: Armageddon everything is back. Introduced in Mortal Kombat (1992) Johnny Cage Main article: Johnny Cage
Kano Main article: Kano (Mortal Kombat) Liu Kang Main article: Liu Kang Raiden Main article: Raiden (Mortal Kombat) Scorpion Main article: Scorpion (Scorpion Mortal Kombat) Sonya Blade Main article: Sonya Blade Sub-Zero Main article: Sub-Zero (Mortal Kombat) Goro Main article: Goro (Mortal Kombat) Shang Tsung Main article: Shang Tsung Reptile
Main article : Reptiles (Mortal Kombat) Introduced in Mortal Kombat II See also: Mortal Kombat II Baraka Main article: Baraka (Mortal Kombat) Jade Main article: Jade (Mortal Kombat) Jax Main article: Jax (Mortal Kombat) Kintaro Voiced by: Rhasaan Orange (MK9) Sub-boss of Mortal Kombat II, Kintaro is a tiger-striped shokan (the same breed as Goro and
Sheeva) fighters who joined in Shao Kahn's attempt to conquer Earthrealm during the second tournament event , where he challenged Liu Kang but lost. He is the boss character in the spinoff Mortal Kombat 2005: Shaolin Monks, and can be played along with the entire list of series in Mortal Kombat: Armageddon (2006). His greatest involvement in mk
continuity was in the reboot of the 2011 series, in which he served as an opponent for Kung Lao, Stryker, and Sub-Zero in game story mode, in which he greatly injured Kabal. Kintaro had a minimal presence in several MK comic book series published in the 1990s, with a more prominent role coming in DC Comics' 2015 Mortal Kombat X miniseries, in which
he served under Sheeva's command but was beheaded by Sonya Blade in the final matter while she was under the influence of the Curse of the Havik Blood Code. This character is a stop-motion clay figure whose design is inspired by the Japanese mythological character Kintarō. She was originally conceived MKII as a bipedal tiger coated in
anthropomorphic fur, but the concept was removed due to difficulties Complicated clothes. [1] Kintaro was redesigned as a Goro spinoff, according to the series' co-creator John Tobias. [2] UGO Networks argued in 2012 that Kintaro had no real purpose except to become a revived Goro whose sole purpose was to avenge the death mentioned above in the
conclusion of the original game. [3] Den from Geek wrote that he had almost no story to talk to outside the retcon [MK9]. [4] His Reverse Rip ranked ninth in the 2012 Gameranx selection of the ten most horrific Fatalities of the MK series,[5] and Prima Games placed him 35th on their 2014 list of the series' top fifty Fatalities. [6] Kitana main article: Kitana
Kung Lao main article: Main article Kung Lao Mileena: Mileena Noob Saibot Main article: Noob Saibot Shao Kahn Main article: Shao Kahn Smoke Main article: Smoke (Mortal Kombat) Introduced in Mortal Kombat 3 and updated See also: Mortal Kombat 3, Ultimate Mortal Kombat 3, and Mortal Trilogy Kombaty Chameleon Played by: John Turk (MKT).
Chameleons appear on PlayStation 1, Saturn's Sega, and the PC version of the Mortal Kombat Trilogy as partially transparent male ninjas that mimic all human ninja movements exchanged for palettes. The game only calls him one of Shao Kahn's deadliest warriors. [7] In Armageddon, his backstory states that he was present at events stemming from Liu
Kang's victory in the first Mortal Kombat tournament, biding his time while watching the show unfold, while his late life only portrayed him as a true Mortal Kombat champion. Chameleon ranked 32nd—one place ahead of Khameleon—in the 2012 UGO selection of the top fifty series characters. They say copying is a form of flattery, so Chameleon made our
list. [3] Complex ranked him tenth in the selection of the ten most underrated characters in 2011. [8] Main article Cyrax: Cyrax Ermac Main article: Ermac Kabal main article: Kabal (Mortal Kombat) Khameleon Played by: Becky Gable (MKT) Voiced by: Johanna Añonuevo (Armageddon) Debuts on the Nintendo 64 version of MKT in exchange for Kitana's
palette, Khameleon is described as the last female of the Reptilian Raptors race,[9] who was driven to near extinction by Shao Kahn, who later combined their home kingdom of Zaterra with Outworld. [9] Khameleon told the Reptiles that Kahn was responsible for the extinction of their race,[9] but the Reptile fell under Kahn's influence once again and turned
against Khameleon. After failing in his attempt to kill Kahn, he wanders through nature contemplating his revenge. [10] During the events of Armageddon (where it can only be played in the Wii version), he learned about the battle empire in combatants at the Argus Pyramid in Edenia, and the highest gift of power will be given to the winner. Khameleon seeks
to achieve this power for himself to keep him away from Kahn while taking revenge on him for his actions the race. [10] According to series art director Steve Beran, Khameleon was included in Armageddon due to heavy fan demand. [11] He placed 33rd in UGO selection of the top fifty series characters. [3] Motaro Motaro's character sketch for the Mortal
Kombat Trilogy (1996), by John Tobias. Motaro is a Centaurian, a breed of centauur-like creatures with ram-like horns and a long tail like a metal rat. He first appeared as a sub-boss in Mortal Kombat 3. The Motaro breed has been at odds with Shokan, the four-armed race in which Goro, Kintaro and Sheeva belong, because Kahn supported the Centaurians
and helped them in the defeat and penkhanya of the Shokan race. As a Centaurian, Motaro has great power as well as a razor sharp tail that fires bursts of energy from its ends, and teleportation power. Ed Boon refers to Motaro as one of Mortal Kombat's strangely shaped characters. [12] John Tobias said that Motaro's creation was inspired by a toy he had
when he was a child. The Toy in question, micronauts antagonist Baron Karza, came up with a horse named Andromeda that, when dismantled and combined with a figure, created a centaur-like creature. [13] As described in his Armageddon biocard, the developers were faced with a decision (driven by a fan's request to include him),[14] for not including
Motaro in the game or removing his hind legs due to difficulty keeping up with his horse's unique half-body shape. They decided to remove the hind legs with the explanation that a curse was placed on his race. [15] Motaro appeared in the 1997 film Mortal Kombat: Annihilation, played by former American Gladiator star Deron McBee. His rivalry with Sheeva
was touched and he was defeated by Jax at the end of the film. There are also other fight scenes featuring Motaro who is not included in the film. [16] Motaro appeared in the 1996 animated series Mortal Kombat: Defenders of the Realm. Motaro appeared in the 2020 film Mortal Kombat Legends: Scorpion's Revenge in which he was one of the Outworld
monsters kano released for Johnny Cage and Sonya Blade. Motaro placed 31st in the 2012 UGO rankings of the top fifty Mortal Kombat characters, noting he became a hard-to-beat sub-boss. [17] In 2013, Complex ranked the fight against Motaro in Mortal Kombat 3 as the 31st toughest boss battle in a video game,[18] and Motaro himself as the tenth most
brutal fighter in the series. [19] Fans rated him the 39th best character in the series in a 2013 online poll conducted by Dorkly. [20] Den of Geek ranked Motaro 42nd in their 2015 ranking of 64 playable franchise characters. Article Nightwolf: Nightwolf Rain Main article: Rain (Mortal Kombat) Sector Main article: Sheeva Sector Main article: Sheeva Sindel
Main article: Sindel Stryker Main article: Stryker (Mortal Kombat) Introduced in Mythology Mortal Kombat: Sub-Zero See also: Mortal Kombat Kombat Fujin Sub-Zero Portrayed by: Anthony Marquez (MKM:SZ); Nic Toussaint (MKX) Voiced by: Herman Sanchez (MK4), David Horachek (MK:A), Troy Baker (MKX), Matthew Yang King (MK11) Fujin (named after
the Japanese wind god Fūjin) is a then unnamed wind god who first appeared in MK Mythology as one of the four guardians commissioned by Raiden to guard Shinnok who all had to be defeated by Sub-Zero to obtain it. [21] He made his playable debut in Mortal Kombat 4, joining Raiden in his battle against Shinnok. [22] In MK Armageddon, his only
playable appearance in the game, Fujin expressed his concern over what had led to Raiden's downs drop into madness. He and Kung Lao combine to bring Raiden and Liu Kang under control, but if not found to normalize the two now-damaged soldiers, he and Kung Lao will be forced to kill them. Meanwhile, he searches for Taven and his brother Daegon,
hoping to prevent their progress and learn the true purpose of their search. [23] In the 2015 Mortal Kombat X comic miniseries, Fujin assists Raiden in the search for the missing Kamidogu dagger cursed by Quan Chi. However, he was later attacked and rescued by Takeda. Fujin gives him a mask and armor resembling his mentor Hanzo Hasashi (Scorpion).
When earthrealm's hero defeats Shinnok in the final battle in game story mode, Fujin and Raiden return Shinnok's amulet to the Elder Gods. In an expansion of the DLC story for Mortal Kombat 11, Aftermath, Kronika traps Fujin in void after he refuses to join her in changing time to finally own. After his death, the wind god was able to escape with Shang
Tsung and Nightwolf. Fujin works with them to secure the Crown of Kronika's Soul so that Liu Kang can restore history, but Shang Tsung betrays his allies so that he can steal the Crown and change history for himself. Fujin tried to stop him, but his soul drained in the process. In the late Shang Tsung, Fujin becomes his servant with Raiden. Fujin placed 40th
on UGO's 2012 list of the top fifty series characters. [3] In 2014, Prima Games included Fujin among their twenty cheapest characters in the series, portraying him as the marquee character mortal kombat 4, but that is ... a disturbing crossbow [his designated weapon that Ed Boon admitted regretted adding to the game][24] that really exacerbated the mob.
[25] Nevertheless, Fujin's crossbow appears as one of his weapons in Mortal Kombat 11: Aftermath. Main article Quan Chi: Quan Chi Sareena Portrayed by: Lia Montelongo (MKM:SZ); Dana Hee (Konquest) Voiced by: Nicolet (MKX) Sareena is one of three personal killers of Quan Chi, along with Kia and Jataaka, who are ordered to kill Sub-Zero before he
reaches Quan Chi. He is portrayed in MK Mythology as a faster and more accomplished fighter than his fellow assassins. [26] After being rescued by He helped him defeat Quan Chi. After expressing his desire to escape from Netherrealm with him, he is shot in the back by Shinnok. As later revealed in Mortal Kombat: Tournament Edition the attack destroys
its human form and that its essence is then discarded as punishment for its betrayal. After years of torture, Sareena escapes the Netherlands in her human appearance before mk: Deadly Alliance, where she meets the younger Sub-Zero; brother of the one he met earlier. Feeling he owes it to him for helping his brother, Sub-Zero provides his sanctuary with
Lin Kuei back to Earthrealm. Sareena made her playable debut in MK: Armageddon, where she followed Sub-Zero to the Netherlands, saving her from being killed by Noob Saibot and Smoke. After the battle, Sareena loses her human form and returns to join her, despite her resistance. In MK: Mode Armageddon Konquest, Sareena, Kia and Jataaka were
ordered by Quan Chi to kill Taven but failed; while Kia and Jataaka are killed and their souls descend on Netherrealm, Sareena is freed from Quan Chi's control. [27] He is seen in an unplayable guest appearance on MK9, as one of the fighters in the Pit background facing Daegon or Frost. At MKX, Sareena has been monitoring around Netherrealm about
what Quan Chi is planning behind the scenes. By the time D'Vorah, a loyal enforcer of Kotal Kahn is revealed to have worked for Quan Chi and Shinnok, as he now has a Shinnok amulet, Sareena helps Special Forces led by Kenshi and Jax to capture Quan Chi alive. Sareena appeared alongside Kia and Jataaka in four episodes of the 1998 television series
Mortal Kombat: Konquest, in which they were original characters renamed Siann, Mika, and Sora, respectively, while their roles in serving Quan Chi remained unchanged. Although Sareena was omitted from the 2012 UGO selection of the top fifty series characters, she was ranked 26th in the Den of Geek ranking of the series' 64 character players, with the
site deeming her Sub-Zero's one moment of humanity snowballing into something meaningful. [4] Main article Shinnok: Shinnok Introduced in Mortal Kombat 4 See also: Mortal Kombat 4 and Mortal Kombat Gold Jarek Performed by: Mark Myers (MK4) Voiced by: Herman Sanchez (MK4), James Freeman-Hargis (MK:A) Jarek makes his first chronological
appearance in Mortal Kombat: Special Forces as the boss character, where he and other Black Dragon members are released from a U.S. Special Forces detention facility by Kano , who had proposed to reform the Black Dragon clan but in fact, Kano only wanted to as a pawn to slow down a Special Forces agent who pursues him in his attempt to obtain an
artifact called the Chitian Eye. Debuting as a playable character in MK4, Jarek is the commander of both brutish and grumpy Black Dragon clans. In the game, he was originally special movements and fatalities popularized by Kano. The storyline states that he was the last member of the Black Dragon after Kano's apparent death, and is being pursued by the
Sonya Blade for crimes against humanity. Captured, he finds himself working alongside Earth's heroes in fighting Shinnok's army. In Jarek's semikanonic MK4 final, after Shinnok's defeat, Sonya confronts Jarek on the edge of a cliff and attempts to arm Jarek to return to Special Forces custody, but he refuses and attempts to kill Sonya, but Jax interferes
and drops Jarek off the cliff. However, Armageddon Jarek's bio explains that he survived, and he believes his (false) death will help him regain enough power for revenge while traveling to nature looking for ancient texts that will show him a worthy Fatality for his betrayal. Impressing Quan Chi after witnessing his new skills, he invites Jarek to join the Dark
Forces for revenge. [28] Jarek copied all of Kano's special moves in MK4, as well as Heart Rip and Eye Laser Fatalities, despite having no cybernetic enhancements, but he was not well received as his predecessor and Armageddon was the only other time he appeared as a player character. His lightness is based on Midway character artist Herman
Sanchez. [29] Jarek was left out of the 2012 UGO list of the top fifty series characters. He has mainly received negative reception for the end of his MK4, which is actually a merging of the latter, Sonya and Jax (the latter combining all three temporarily including the non-canonical deaths of Sonya and Jarek). Cracked included it in a 2013 feature titled 6 Video
Game Endings That Clearly F#@%ing With Us, saying of Jarek's plea for his life as Jax dangled him over a cliff cliff, The following is one of the most bombed exchanges I can remember in a video game. ... It's hard to put into words how bad acting is. [30] In 2010, 4thletter.net listed the MK4 ending, exemplified by the Nintendo 64 version of the late Jax,
among the Top Ten Silly Things That Came Out of Mortal Kombat,[31] and ranked 19th in Jax in their 2013 list of top 200 battle games. Jax easily had the best, especially since it was an extension of jarek's end, which was a kind of extension of sonya's end. ... It's so beautiful sucks. [32] Kai Played by: Kimball Uddin (MK4) Voiced by: Ed Boon (MK4) Kai is a
former member of the secretIve White Lotus Society who met Liu Kang in the United States, while Liu Kang recruited and trained a new generation of Shaolin warriors. During Mortal Kombat 4, Liu Kang and Kai with Earth warriors in Edenia to assist Raiden in his battle against Shinnok. [33] He made his only other playing appearance at Armageddon. Ed
Boon explains that developers want Very nimble American characters like Liu Kang, including the same fireball projectile with the difference that it was instead fired vertically. He is also the first series character to perform a handstand, leading to other special moves in MK4; Boon intended for this to be Kai's main fighting style in Armageddon but time
constraints prevented this. [34] Kai was ranked 47th on UGO's 2012 list of the top 50 Mortal Kombat characters. Robert Naytor of Hardcore Gaming 101 says, With all his projectile moves, he is basically a black Liu Kang. [35] Armageddon's meat backstory describes it as a gruesome experiment made by Shang Tsung that escapes the witch's clutches before
he can finish. [36] Prima Games' strategy guide to the game describes Meat as a fun character who helps Shinnok, although this relationship is not mentioned in the in-game storyline. [37] Quan Chi as Meat in MK4 Meat originally served as a skin made by art director Tony Goskie for every fighter on MK4. [38] Meat's name was simply a designation given to
the model so it could be used in the game, until Midway eventually made him a playable Easter egg joke character. [38] The player first learned the character's official name after Meat lives! appeared on Ed Boon's website promoting mk4's third arcade revision. [39] The strategy guide also referred to the character as Meat, later making it an official moniker.
[41] Meat appeared in Konquest Deception mode, establishing it in the series' canonical storyline. Daging placed second to last (49th) on UGO's 2012 list of the top fifty MK characters. ScrewAttack placed Meat fourth in the 2011 rankings of the series' top ten worst characters: Let's take a generic [character] model, strip him of his flesh, and call it a day. [42]
Ryan Aston of Topless Robot placed Meat second in his selection of eight ridiculous characters even by Mortal Kombat standards, calling him a gory riff on the Soulcalibur Charade character, and the storyline a really thin excuse for his existence. [43] In 2009, Sam Ashurst of Total Film included Meat in his selection of 7 Evil Characters for the third Mortal

Kombat film, as Meat could not move without spraying blood everywhere. We want him to transform Mortal Kombat 3 from a teen flick into a splattered movie. [44] Reiko Is Played by: Jim Helsinger (Konquest) Voiced by: Ed Boon (MK:D), David Beron (MK:A) Reiko is an army general of Shinnok, Shao Kahn, and the Shadow Brotherhood. [41] In MK4, after
Shinnok's forces are defeated, Reiko disappears, before reappearing to join the war against Earth's defenders. In the 2011 Mortal Kombat reboot, he made cameo in the background of the Pit stage, against Daegon, Frost, Kenshi, or Sareena. Reiko does not play mortal kombat X, but she has become the leading antagonist in comic book series based on the
game, serves as Mileena's advisor while secretly intending to use Mileena to claim the outworld throne for herself. His backstory in it shows him as Shao Kahn's successor to the throne after the events of MK9, a false prophecy after Quan Chi used Kahn as a tool for Shinnok's intended power over Earthrealm and Outworld. Reiko attempts suicide as a result
before being stopped by Havik, leading to events such as the Scorpion murders, the curse of Jacqui Briggs and Cassie Cage, and the corruption of Shujinko and Raiden, all with Kamidogu's dagger, but he himself appears to be killed in battle by Kotal Kahn, Mileena and Ermac,[45] until Havik arrives to rescue Reiko in bringing the possessed Raiden with him
to capture Johnny, Sonya , Kotal, Ermac and Mileena. After surviving and capturing the five soldiers who oppose him, Reiko finally fulfills his blood reign, as the new Blood God. Reiko's name is actually a feminine Japanese name (as later happened with Hotaru in Deception), and Ed Boon says that the series developer came to associate him with Shao Kahn
with respect to his storyline, building on it for his Armageddon appearance. [46] Reiko made her MK4 debut in ninja-like outfits exchanged palettes from the two-dimensional game, in addition to salt and pepper sideburns with black hair, but she returned at Armageddon in a kahn-like costume and both sides of her head shaved. The alternative costume inside
is a duplicate of the MK4 design. Reiko placed 42nd in mortal kombat UGO's 50-character list in 2012. Hardcore Gaming 101 says about that character, Reiko just loves to wear Shao Kahn's helmet a lot, and... He has more new clothes like Shao Kahn and uses a hammer like his ex-master. Reiko's got a problem. [35] Gavin Jasper of Den of Geek rated
Reiko last (73rd) in the 2015 rankings of playable series characters, for what he considers to be the wasted potential of his storyline with respect to his relationship with Shao Kahn: Reiko is like opening the biggest gift at Christmas only to see you get a pair of used socks. [4] WhatCulture ranked him fourteenth in their 2015 selection of the series' twenty worst
characters. Reiko is guilty of the crime of having zero individuality. [47] Tanya Done by: Lia Montelongo (MK4) Voiced by: Rosalind Dugas (MK4), Beth Melewski (MK:D), Jennifer Hale (MKX) Edenia natives such as Kitana, Rain, and Jade, Tanya was introduced on MK4 as looking innocent, but is regularly portrayed in the series afterwards as untrustworthy,
as she chooses to serve on the evil side, even It means betraying his colleagues in the process. In MK4, he allows Shinnok and Quan Chi to attack his home kingdom, and attempts to lure Liu Kang into a trap in MK4 (which he achieves in his nonkanonic end), but fails because Shinnok is by Liu Kang and defenders of Earthrealm. With his master gone and
himself wanted by his home kingdom for treason, Tanya flees to Outworld as a fugitive, reappearing as an enforcer for the Deadly Alliance, which imposes their will on outworld residents. When the Deadly Alliance is killed, Tanya then joins Onaga, who seeks to unite the six Kamidogu into one and thus gain tremendous power, where he takes her to Edenia.
Tanya is added to Mortal Kombat X as a downloadable character,[48] and has a small role in the game's story mode, where she and Rain help Mileena in her bid to reclaim the outworld throne from the developer Kotal Kahn on Mileena's promise to free Edenia from the Outworld merger, a deal that was futile when Mileena was killed by D'Vorah. The end of
tanya makes him and Rain escape from Kotal Kahn's forces in Outworld; when they were captured, he handed Rain over to Kahn in exchange for clemency, and Rain was burned at the stake. Mk's co-creator, Ed Boon, named Tanya after his younger sister, Tania. [49] He placed 34th on UGO's 2012 list of the top 50 MK characters. [3] Mk4's Triple
Neckbreaker fatality was ranked tenth in ScrewAttack's Worst Ten Victims selection in 2011. [50] Complex named Tanya seventh in the 2011 selection of the underrated top ten MK characters. Our girl Tanya is a traitor to all the traitors in the series, switching her allegiance more times than we can count. [8] However, Den of Geek rated him 68th in their 2015
ranking of 73 franchise player characters, for being a one-dimensional villain whose only quality was betrayal. [4] Total Film named him among the seven evil characters sought for the third Mortal Kombat film, citing Deception's Thighbone Stab Fatality and suggesting he was played by Rosario Dawson. [44] Introduced in Mortal Kombat: Special Forces See
also: Mortal Kombat: Special Forces Tremor Voiced by: Fred Tatasciore (MKX) A ninja who swaps a brown palette that is one of kano's Black Dragon cohorts and has geokinesis (earth manipulation) abilities, he escapes from Special Forces prisoners during a prison break orchestrated by Kano, to whom he blindly kano assigns him as a scout and portal
guard leading to Outworld , but tremor was eventually defeated by Jax. Tremors were originally planned to be played in the Mortal Kombat Trilogy, but were replaced with Rain. [51] She is a Challenge Mode-exclusive character on the PlayStation Vita port of the 2011 reboot, and made her official playable debut as a downloadable character in Mortal Kombat
X.[48] Tremor is described as a ninja earth that can manipulate lava and create earthquakes. In Mortal Kombat X, Tremor now wears ninja-style clothing, in addition to being given variations based on manipulations of crystals, metals, and boulders. Introduced in Mortal Kombat: Deadly Deadly See also: Mortal Kombat: Deadly Alliance Blaze Voiced by:
Simeon Norfleet (MK:A) Debuts as a hidden character in Deadly Alliance, and then emerges as armageddon's last boss, Blaze is an element that has pursued the quest when he is attacked on a bridge by an ancient sect. This group of saints, pictured still serving the dead Dragon King Onaga, captured Blaze and tied him up with the task of protecting the last
Great Dragon Egg. Once the eggs hatch, Blaze can continue his past missions. [52] It is said that Blaze was created to oversee the strength of all fighters in nature, but after being freed from the egg incubation chamber, Blaze discovers that the strength and number of these fighters has become too great in his absence, while Taven Daegon's brother has
been revived. [53] He then planned to unite all the fighters in one last battle, in which the actions of the two brothers would end up determining their fate and preventing Armageddon. [54] Sensing that something evil about Netherrealm affects Daegon, Blaze decides to travel there to find the source. In Konquest Armageddon mode, Blaze appears opposite
Taven and Daegon. When Taven defeats Daegon, Blaze prepares to face Taven. When enslaved by the Onaga sect, the spells used on him ruined his mission. Blaze was eventually defeated by Shao Kahn, causing Armageddon. Armageddon's final character has them all gaining some measure of great power after defeating Blaze. Blaze hails from Mortal
Kombat II as an nameless and distantly burned figure on a bridge far behind the Pit II stage, crouching against a character wearing green-and-black pants. Fans dubbed them Torch and Hornbuckle, respectively, and both were liu Kang's palette exchanges. [55] Because they were unable to call him Obor for legal reasons (a risk of copyright infringement on
the Marvel human torch character), Midway officially named him Blaze for his official series debut in Deadly Alliance. [56] Blaze made a cameo appearance in Mortal Kombat X in the background of pit against rain stage. He placed 37th on UGO's 2012 list of the top 50 Mortal Kombat characters, with the site adding, Although [keeping dragon eggs] doesn't
sound like a badass job, you'll change your mind once you see Blaze steamrolling your way in your direction. [3] Garth Kaestner of the game site G3AR named him among the ten worst characters of the series (sixth): Blaze is basically based on fan feedback since his first 'cameo' on MKII but... This is an example of how some things should be put to rest
before they begin. [57] Bo' Rai Cho Voiced by: Carlos Pesina (MK:DA, MK:A); Steve Blum (MKX) Featured by: Chris Mathews (MKX) Bo' Rai Cho is a corpus and jovial native of Outworld who has trained many great warriors, including Liu Kang. Because he is from Outworld, he never entered the Mortal Kombat tournament because it meant competing on
behalf of Outworld and thus the brutal emperor Shao Kahn. Upon hearing that Liu Kang had been killed by the Deadly Alliance, he took Kung Lao under his wing. While a group of Earthrealm fighters prepare for a frontal attack on the Deadly Alliance, Bo' Rai Cho secretly enters the palace and escapes with Li Mei's body. He reunites with other Earthrealm
warriors led by Raiden and retreats to safety rather than join the attack. The story of his back is that he has trained soldiers for centuries to compete in tournaments. After many failures, success finally came when he coached Liu Kang, who defeated Shang Tsung and became the earthrealm tournament champion. He appeared on MK9's Shang Tsung which
ended as having trained Shang Tsung for the new protective role of Outworld against the now corrupt god Liu Kang, and made a brief appearance in mkx story mode and comic book prequels. In story mode he is seen conferring with Raiden about the deaths of Liu Kang and Kung Lao before he is almost killed by Shinnok. Whether he survived the attack is
unknown. Bo' Rai Cho is added as a playable character to Mortal Kombat X through downloadable content as part of Kombat Pack 2. The character's name is a play on the word borracho (Spanish for hangover), and he is usually described as drunk and carrying a tube of alcohol. His fighting moves consist of zui quan-style fights mixed with vulgar acts such
as vomiting on the ground to make opponents lose their footing, and pushing himself back to his feet by flattening, which itself is used in one of his Fatalities as well as his Hara-Kiri finisher in Deception. Character designer Herman Sanchez said the word breaks itself well into three Asian-sounding syllables, while developers want a sleazy character for the
series as well as the first to introduce who will be the teacher. [58] Bo' Rai Cho has received critical middling; he placed 37th in UGO's top 50 MK characters list in 2012: Having some comic help like Bo' Rai is a breath of fresh air. Or, in his case, a belch of fresh air. [3] Den of Geek ranked him 55th in their ranking of 73 characters in the series. He's basically
Shaw Brothers Boogerman, and the joke wears thin after the third time you use his vomit attack. [4] Robert Naytor of Hardcore Gaming 101 unfavorably compares him to the character Virtua Fighter Shun Di: Make him a big, fat guy, take all the charm from him, and make him throw up and fart a lot, and you have Bo' Rai Cho. [35] ranked him tenth in the list of
the series' ten worst characters in 2011, especially for his in-game weapons of plain wood staff (damn sticks). [42] Complex named him one of the series' most underrated characters in 2011. [8] Dan from Game Informer rated Deception's Doom Fart among the worst Fatalities of the series,[59] as did James Deaux of Earth-2.net, who placed him seventeenth
out of twenty. [60] C.J. Smillie of Game Rant rated his Hara-Kiri finisher, where he held his flatulence long enough that he exploded, seventh on his list of worst finishers in 2011. Bo' Rai Cho's fart should have been quite deadly, but this really pushed him. [61] Prima Games named him one of the cheapest characters in the series due to his projectile vomiting
movements,[25] but rated The 42nd Doom Fart in their 2014 list of the series' top fifty Fatalities. [62] Brazilian game portal UOL Jogos, in 2015, rated Fatality alongside Headbanger Hara-Kiri of Ermac as Deception's top finisher. [63] Drahmin Voice actor Rich Carle (MK:D) Drahmin is a strange creature known as the Oni, the devil of netherrealm's fifth plane.
He has a huge spiked club implanted in his right arm in place of a normal hand, wears a strange mask called Kun-Lo's face, and constantly has an army of flies (which he uses as projectiles in the game) buzzing about his body. The mask allows him to control his anger and fight in his disciplined Netherrealm style, but without it, he loses focus and attacks with
killer madness. Centuries ago, he was a ruthless human warlord in Outworld who was exiled to Netherrealm where his body and soul had to be tortured for good. He and fellow Oni Moloch became allies, and during the Time of the Deadly Alliance, Shang Tsung feared treason from Quan Chi and hired Drahmin and Moloch to protect him, promising revenge
as compensation for Quan Chi after previously fleeing to Outworld without them after they freed him from Scorpion's torture. The scorpion then vainly attempts to defeat Quan Chi and Oni pushes him into Soulnado, where his body is torn to pieces. In Konquest Armageddon mode, Drahmin came back against Taven at Netherrealm but lost. Shinnok reveals
later that Taven was only tested by illusions, causing uncertainty if Drahmin was really in hell. The original Drahmin was killed along with other characters during a royal battle at the Argus Pyramid. Ed Boon reveals that Drahmin is one of the most difficult characters to program, as he has to specifically write code that will prevent the arm-mounted Drahmin
club from switching sides whenever the character turns during gameplay. [64] Drahmin was excluded from the 2012 UGO list of the top fifty series characters. In 2013, G3AR named him among their worst series characters, citing his terrible appearance and combo skills. [57] Den of Geek ranked him 47th in their 2015 ranking of 64 series characters. Drahmin
is like a collection of cool concepts that don't make a lot of money. ... His friend Moloch did more with less. [4] Drahmin does not in Mortal Kombat X.[65] Frost Voiced by: Christine Rios (MK:A); Kelly Hu (MKX); Sara Cravens (MK11) Frost was discovered by Sub-Zero, who took her as her protégé after being impressed with her skills. However, he was unable
to instill a sense of humility in him. Deadly Alliance mode Konquest reveals that he wants to be the new Grandmaster Lin Kuei, and freezes Sub-Zero to steal the Dragon Medal, an artifact that serves as a symbol of Lin Kuei's leadership and also improves Sub-Zero's abilities, from him. Without the strength and discipline necessary to control the power of the
object, he is in turn consumed by his own freezing abilities. Sub-Zero buries him next to his Cryomancer ancestors in Outworld; forgive him. Frost cannot be played on Deception, but is added as an exclusive character to the PSP version of the game (MK Unchained), where he realizes that he is still in Outworld and believes that Sub-Zero has taken the
Dragon Medal from him. He returns to Lin Kuei's temple in Earthrealm with the intention of killing Sub-Zero, but kills many of his clan colleagues instead and becomes delusional to the point that he sees it everywhere. Sub-Zero froze him and placed his body in a temple deep inside the temple, where he remained up to the Konquest Armageddon mode when
Taven entered the temple and released it. Believing that he is Sub-Zero, he fights her before fleeing embarrassment after realizing her mistake. In Mortal Kombat X, he attempts in vain to ambush Scorpion as he makes peace with Sub-Zero on behalf of their respective clans, leading to a fight between them that ends in Frost being frozen on the spot by SubZero. In Mortal Kombat 11, Frost stars opposite Kronika and is transformed into Cyber Lin Kuei believing that Sub-Zero leads Lin Kuei down the wrong path after starring opposite Shirai Ryu. He takes control and leads Cyber Lin Kuei after Sector is killed, but he is disabled by Raiden, who uses his link to the cyborg to cover it all up. Frost was the first
character designed (by Herman Sanchez) for deadly alliance, and the developers admitted that they initially received a fan backlash for including female Sub-Zero in the game. [66] She was one of several cameos featured in the Pit stage background in the 2011 reboot of the series. Frost briefly appeared in the second edition of DC Comics' mortal kombat X
prequel comic book miniseries, where he was repackaged as a contemporary mixed martial arts fighter who lost to Cassie Cage in an illegal underground fight interrupted by the Black Dragon. [67] Her outfit consists of simple fighting equipment, while she has a more Western personality that sees her refer to Cassie as a child Beverly Hills. [68] She was left
out of the 2012 UGO list of the top fifty series characters, but Complex placed her eighth in the of the ten most underrated characters in 2011. [8] Den of Geek placed Frost 37th in their 2015 ranking of 73 characters cast in the series. With Sub-Zero's efforts to rebuild Lin Kuei and provide legitimacy, adding Frost to the cast is a nice touch. [4] Hsu Hao Hsu
Hao is a cyber-enhanced Mongolian member of the Red Dragon clan that Mavado orders to infiltrate the Special Forces and assist the Red Dragon in destroying his rival Black Dragon clan. He carried out his instructions without question and helped special forces for years until the Black Dragon was apparently eliminated after Jarek's death. Hsu Hao then
detonated the nuclear device at the Outer World Investigation Agency's underground headquarters before fleeing, taking the only way OIA to travel between the countries in the process. Mavado then sends Hsu Hao to kill Shang Tsung under Quan Chi's orders, but Jax intercepts Hsu Hao on the way to Tsung's palace, and kills him by ripping off his
cybernetic heart. He returns with the rest of the cast for Armageddon, and during a free-for-all battle among the combatants in the Argus Pyramid, he is briefly seen fighting Johnny Cage before the two are knocked off the pyramid, and the end of his life only makes him overthrow Shinnok and become the new ruler of Netherrealm. Hsu Hao was unofficially
named Kublai Khan while deadly alliance was in development. [69] Series art director Steve Beran described him as anti-Jax who had experimented on him by the Chinese army, producing heart implants, while Ed Boon explained that Hand Clap's special movements were inspired by what he had read in superhero comic books. [70] However, Hsu Hao was
not well received among the development team; lead storyteller John Vogel explained that his death in Deadly Alliance was entirely intended to be canon, but he was vengefully included in Armageddon much to my dismay just because the game featured an entire playable cast. [70] He was also the first character to be officially omitted by Boon from mortal
kombat X.[65] Hsu Hao continued to appear in the first edition of the game-based DC Comics prequel series, where he pursued Kenshi under Daegon's orders for betraying the Red Dragon, but was later killed by Scorpion. Fan and critical reactions are just as negative. Hsu Hao did not make the 2012 UGO list of the top fifty MK characters. G3AR placed him
second in their list of the ten worst characters of the 2013 series (Mongolian characters with Iron Man-style chests). [57] Destructoid named him the series' worst character in 2014: Hsu Hao was so bad that even mortal kombat creators hated ... in a game filled with a lack of new additions, he is without a doubt a runt of that garbage. [71] Robert Naytor of
Hardcore Gaming 101 described described character as a bit of a racist take on the Villagers. [35] She finished second from last (72nd) in Den of Geek's 2015 ranking of 73 character series, ahead only of Reiko, with the site describing it as completely redundant and... it can finally be forgotten. It makes sense that they killed him in mortal kombat X comics.[4]
Kenshi's main article: Kenshi (Mortal Kombat) Li Mei Voiced by: Lina Chern (MK:D), Tara Strong (MKX) Li Mei debuted in Deadly Alliance as Sai-wielding's replacement for Mileena. His village was forced into slavery to help build the Shang Tsung palace around Soulnado, which had long been a legend of its people. In attacking Kano, he gets the attention of
Quan Chi, who promises his freedom if he wins the tournament. Around this time he befriended Shujinko, captured by Kano during his forty-year search for Kamidogu. Shujinko offered to coach him, although he felt that his chances in this tournament were slim. He then travels to a nearby forest where he is attacked by Moloch and Drahmin, but escapes
when Shang Tsung forms an alliance with the two Onis. The end of the Deadly Alliance depicts Quan Chi's tournament winning and gaining the right to be imprisoned forever in one of Onaga's army bodies, but in Bo' Rai Cho's Deception saves him from this fate, but it seems only partly successful because Li May takes some aspects of this ancient warrior,
and the end result in him deliberately becoming queen of Onaga. In Konquest Armageddon mode, Li May fights Shinnok at Netherrealm. He starts getting the upper hand on him until Taven (who doesn't realize that Shinnok has turned evil) shows up and makes him leave. Shinnok later revealed that this was all made as a test for Taven. In the game's
cinematic prologue, and therefore its canonical end, he is the first combatant to be killed, triggered by Hotaru as soon as the battle begins between the Forces of Light and Darkness. He makes a brief appearance in Mortal Kombat X, leading a number of Outworld refugees to Earthrealm due to the civil war between Kotal Kahn and Mileena and alerting
Special Forces about Mileena's ownership of the Shinnok amulet, as well as Kano's involvement in Outworld. Li May was omitted from UGO's 2012 list of the top fifty franchise characters. He specifically received mixed acceptance for his Fraudulent designs; in 2009, Total Film named her among the seven evil characters they wanted for the third Mortal
Kombat film, due to her emotional and moving backstory, but mainly because her outfit made her look like Batgirl after a fight with Wolverine. [44] Den of Geek rated him 57th in their 2015 ranking of the series' 73-character list, feels she is only distinguished by her silly outfits of bandanas and underwear. Joe Pring of WhatCulture rates Li May sixth in 2015 of
the twenty worst Mortal Kombat characters for cute bad clothes... Anyone wearing a bandana while dancing in metal-plated underwear deserves to be mocked. [47] Mavado Is Voiced by: Alex Brandon (MK:A) Mavado's influence in the game's storyline begins before the events of MK4. Because the Red Dragon's main priority was the extermination of the
Black Dragon while still wanting to keep their existence secret,[72] they decided to manipulate the Special Forces for their own purposes. To that end, Mavado instructs his subordinate, Hsu Hao, to infiltrate the Outside World Investigation Agency and assist them in tracking down and killing the last member of the Black Dragon. Mavado is hired by the Deadly
Alliance to fend off Kenshi in exchange for the chance to take custody of the last Black Dragon member, Kano, who was then serving the Deadly Alliance. [72] He enters into a rivalry with Kabal that makes Mavado soundly defeat him in battle and steals his hookswords. He then tracks down and defeats Kenshi and leaves him to die,[73] but in Deception,
Kabal returns after being healed by Havik, and returns the favor to Mavado by defeating him and taking back his sword. [74] In Armageddon's Konquest mode, Mavado is ordered by Daegon to kill his brother Taven but fails, and in the end of Kabal, Mavado loses to Kabal in the final battle and commits suicide, with Kabal then hoisting his head into the sky as
a symbol of the Black Dragon's superiority. Mavado was originally named Malvado (Spanish for crime) during the development of deadly alliance,[75] and character designer Steve Beran originally contained a matador-style look for the character,[76] but the idea was nixed due to the belief that it did not fit the Mortal Kombat universe. [77] He obtained the first
body-propellant of the series specifically using physical objects, shooting two long bungee ropes attached to the ground and hitting his feet first to knock down his opponent,[77] an attack inserted into his Fatality Boot Thrust, in which he also had nails attached to the soles of his shoes. Although Mavado was not included in Mortal Kombat X, he had a small
role in the game-based 2015 prequel comic series, when he and the Red Dragons killed soldier Kotal Kahn during a last-minute failed attempt to remove Mileena from the outworld throne,[78] and when the Red and Black Dragon factions fought each other over custody of Cassie Cage and Jacquigs, who were freed over close range and killed Mavado with his
own hookswords. [79] Mavado was omitted from UGO's 2012 list of the top fifty Mortal Kombat characters. Robert Workman of GamePlayBook placed him eighth in the worst MK character selection of 2010, His fatality was as stupid,[80] but It was Den of Geek, who placed him 39th in their 2015 ranking of 73 73 series enthusiastic that he gets cool points for
his bungee hook attacks and... that he immediately killed Kabal [and] stole his badass weapon. [4] Introduced in Deadly Alliance as a hidden joke character, Mokap is a motion-catching actor with extensive knowledge of martial arts and fighting styles. He constantly finds himself unexpectedly transported to and wrapped up in battle, simply by being in the
wrong place at the wrong time. [81] Mokap's Deadly Alliance bio revealed that he was a former martial arts teacher on Chicago's North Side. One day he was called upon by Johnny Cage to do some movement catching work for his new film and became the main martial arts talent to capture the movement in this film. Mokap was flown to Hollywood to begin
his first session. [82] It is not known how Mokap participated in the Deadly Alliance event, and although he fought on the side of good, he did not seem to influence the outcome of the battle. Some time after this, Mokap gained some telekinetic power, although the source of this power was not explained. Mokap is back at MK: Armageddon, back fighting for
the Earthrealm side and for his life. [81] He was called Mokap Man in the end of his MK:DA, and he made two brief appearances in Konquest Deception mode. Mokap's name is short for motion capture (with C replaced by K according to Mortal Kombat tradition), as in the device used by actors to capture character movements. He is a tribute to Midway
graphic artist Carlos Pesina, who has played Raiden in a two-dimensional game and provided movement capture work for most of the characters in a three-dimensional title. Pesina admitted it was quite flattering to be included in the game, but joked that it was strange to see Fatalities perform on him. [81] The North Side of Chicago reference in Mokap's bio
is a nod to Lakeshore Sport athletics club &amp;amp; Fitness is located in the area, where many actors who play for the digitized MK game have worked as martial arts instructors and personal trainers. [83] The character has been added late in the development process of Deadly Alliance, so she doesn't have her own fighting style, weapon attitude, or
Fatality, but instead has three different fighting styles borrowed instead of the standard two. [84] Mokap finished last in the 2012 UGO rankings of the top 50 MK characters, and Den of Geek rated him 55th in their 2015 series character ratings, as he did not really work well as a comedy character as the game did little to distinguish the characters in terms of
personality. [4] However, Total Film, in 2009, named Mokap among seven characters in the third Mortal Kombat film, it shows him being played by movement capture specialist Andy Serkis. [44] Prima Games included Armageddon's Fatality Head Smash in 50th place in the 2014 MK series top fifty list Hardly anything fancy, but dying by the hands of a man in
a ping-pong ball-laden suit is quite embarrassing. [62] Voiced by: Bob Ladewig (MK:D) Sub-boss of the Deadly Alliance, Moloch is a mammoth blue-skinned Oni Destroyer who is the only known ally of his colleague, Drahmin. Witch Quan Chi confronts him and Drahmin with an offer to free them from Netherrealm if they protect him from the scorpion ninja
specter. They take him on an offer by attacking Scorpion every time he approaches Quan Chi, allowing Quan Chi to escape his torture, but he then immediately leaves Moloch and Drahmin and flees to Outworld. After the eponymous Deadly Alliance kills Shao Kahn and Liu Kang, Shang Tsung makes a deal with two Oni behind Quan Chi's back, promising
them revenge against Quan Chi for his actions. In the end of his Armageddon, Moloch destroys the Argus Pyramid with one punch before turning Edenia into a desert, but ends up trapped there on his own after destroying his portal in the process. [85] Quan Chi is seen rejecting Moloch's head during his pre-match introduction in Mortal Kombat X.[86] In the
comics, Moloch is executed by a revenant Kitana on Quan Chi's orders for failing to retake Scorpion. Moloch was designed by Allen Ditzig, with the concept little changed from his last design. [87] He was not included in the 2012 UGO list of the top fifty series characters. Bryan Dawson of Prima Games named Moloch in his cheapest selection of Mortal
Kombat 2014 characters, describe it as generally unpleasant to look at and kind of cheap when you feel like your friend is playing the boss character,[25] but Den from Geek rated him very highly in their 2015 ranking of 64 series characters (21st): [He] matched Goro's [sub-boss] role in Deadly Alliance and brought some unprecedented brutality in the role of
Goro [sub-boss] in Deadly Alliance and brought some brutality that Mortal Kombat bosses haven't felt since Kintaro. [4] Played by: Elissa Cadwell (2021 film) Nitara is a bat-winged vampire who spends a long time trying to find the mysterious ball that binds the domain of Vaeternus's house to Outworld. The ball, however, is inaccessible to him, and so he
tricks agents of the Cyrax Outside World Investigation Agency into retrieving the ball after sending the Reptile to attack him and destroy the panels on Cyrax's arm in the process, thus trapping him in Outworld, but when Cyrax delivers the object, Nitara compensates Cyrax by sending him back to Earthrealm. Nitara smashes the ball into pieces, sealing her
kingdom's independence from Outworld, but she faints in the process, Back home when she woke up. [88] He then made it his mission to protect the fragile stability of nature. [89] In Armageddon, genocide of his race began to occur, and he was sent by his folk elders to a crater in Edenia to discover the power of a great prophesy that could destroy the
destroy Knife. While traveling there, he came upon the demoness of Ashrah, the owner of the knife. To protect the rest of his race, Nitara lured Ashrah out of her kingdom and continued on to Edenia, planning to take her attacker to edenia's weapons where she could be used against him. The character was designed by Midway character artist Luis
Mangubat, and there are plans to have a male vampire counterpart in deadly alliance, but developers can't add it to the game on time. [90] She is featured in blood's fictional energy drink commercials that cannot be opened in the game's Konquest mode. [91] She was ranked 46th in the list of the top fifty characters of the 2012 UGO series. [3] In 2011,
Complex named him one of the series' most underrated characters. Buffy will get her ass handed over to her by this chick. [8] Nitara will debut in the reboot of the upcoming Mortal Kombat film played by stuntwoman Elissa Cadwell. [92] Introduced in Mortal Kombat: Deception See also: Mortal Kombat: Deception Ashrah Voiced by: Johanna Añonuevo (MK:D,
MK:A) Ashrah is a Netherrealm demotion with the appearance of an elegant and demure woman, wearing a white dress with a matching flat and wide hat that has a train attached to the back. He was once a member of the Shadow Brotherhood of Quan Chi who worshipped the fallen Elder God Shinnok. When Ashrah refuses to carry out any of Quan Chi's
orders, she sends her sister to kill her. In his ongoing attempt to escape the Netherlands, he discovers a sacred sword known as Kriss that cleanses his evil spirit with every murder, but it is actually a mystical vampire-killing weapon that corrupts its users with the false belief that they are using it against vampires and other demons. He searches for Noob
Saibot, who he considers to be a powerful devil, for doing so would allow him to complete his ascension, but also wrongly assumes that destroying Ermac will help purify his soul, since his power is common in the Netherlands even though he is a good force. In Armageddon, he managed to escape, appearing in an alien realm surrounded by heavenly
creatures that made him their warrior of choice. Ashrah was then transported to Nitara's homeland in Vaeternus to begin killing his vampire breed but was defeated by Nitara. He then fled to Edenia in search of Blaze's power to destroy Nitara and gain a ascension. [93] According to series co-creator Ed Boon, the character is usually misunderstood as a
female version of Raiden because of her outfit, while she believed at the time of Deception's release that she would have the greatest impact of the new character from the game in terms of design and movement in particular. [94] Ashrah is in 45th in UGO's 2012 list of the top 50 Mortal Kombat characters: Ashrah may look like she stepped out of Monet's
painting, but don't let it fool you. [3] Geek Geek's Lair 53rd in their 2015 ranking of the 64-character series, argues that there is nothing special about him... design or style of play that grabs anyone. [4] Robert Naytor of Hardcore Gaming 101 commented on his in-game costume: Simple clothes on [an] MK woman, who could imagine? [35] Kevin Wong of
Complex placed The Fatality of Ashrah Voodoo Dolls from Deception seventh in his 2013 list of the top twenty finishing moves of the series, saying that while the character itself was not quite successful, the finisher was very pleasant, but he was surprised that it took a long time for the franchise to exploit voodoo for its magic element. [95] Voiced by: Josh
Schmittstenstein (MK:D) Once a highly respected Seidan guard, such as Hotaru, Dairou was jailed after killing an attacker believed to be responsible for the murder of his family. He managed to escape amid the prison riots instigated by the anti-government resistance movement led by Darrius, and no longer followed Seidan's law afterwards, nor did he
succumb to Chaos. He instead becomes a mercenary, taking on the task of either positive or negative in nature while he is respected among Seido's secrets underground. One contract has Darrius hiring Dairou to steal the Seidan government's Declaration of Order (which he achieved in the end of Darrius' deception), but the other involves the murder of his
former friend Hotaru. [96] In Konquest Deception mode, Dairou is hired by Damashi (Onaga) to free Shujinko from Seidan prison, killing two guards in the process before disappearing; Hotaru believes Shujinko killed the guards themselves while hanging out with criminals known to escape. [97] He was also contracted to eliminate cobras, but commissioned
Shujinko to do so instead because cobras recognized him and therefore expected the attack. In the end of his deception, Dairou mortally wounded Hotaru in battle but Hotaru died before Dairou could reveal who had ordered the attack. In his non-canonical armageddon end, he defeated Blaze and Shao Kahn, claiming Outworld rules for himself and restoring
them to previous glory, while he formed alliances with Earthrealm and Edenia. [98] Dairou was scheduled to appear in Deadly Alliance conceived by Herman Sanchez as an armored samurai-type character who uses a pair of katana,[99] but was excluded from the game due to time constraints and design complexity. [100] Regardless of the character's
Japanese name,[101] the original design was favored for Fraud for a more classic Chinese appearance, which included a Manchurian queue hairstyle and autumn dao in-game weapons. Ed Boon The character's Tombstone Drop maneuver —in which he slams the boomerang to the ground and sends his opponent through the air, setting him up for combos
—is one of the best moves in the game. [102] Although Boon regarded Dairou as a characters,[102] the general and critical reception was very negative, as he was omitted from the 2012 UGO list of the top fifty series characters. He was ranked 67th by Den of Geek in their 2015 ranking of the series' 73 playable characters, with the site calling it an
outstanding generic. [4] Dustin Thomas of Destructoid placed him third in the 2014 rankings of the five worst MK characters of the series (there really isn't much to say about him). [71] CJ Smillie of Game Rant named Dairou's Hara-Kiri Backbreaker finishing step in Deception among the ten worst Mortal Kombat Fatalities (sixth): Bo' Rai Cho's Hara-Kiri
stretched the player's disbelief suspension to his limit, but this one punched a hole right on top of him. [61] However, Deception's Fatality Ribs to the Eyes has received positive critical attention. Prima Games ranked fourth on their 2014 list of the top 50 Fatalities in the franchise,[103] while Game Informer's Dan Ryckert, in 2010, ranked him among the series'
best finishers. He may not be a classic character like Sub-Zero or Liu Kang, but Dairou seems very adept at creative fatalities. [59] It was the only Mortal Kombat finisher on the 2010 list of top video game fatalities by Chris Plante of UGO: Dairou may be a C-list celebrity, but his death toll is A+. UGO included The Joker's Censored Fatality from Mortal Kombat
vs. DC Universe in the same list as a reminder that Mortal Kombat went from a Dairou rib to a censored headshot in half a decade. [104] ScrewAttack placed her eighth in the series' top ten Fatalities list in the same year. [105] Thomas considers it the singular high point of the character. [71] K. Thor Jensen of UGO placed Fatality's outstanding fifth dement in
the 2011 list of the 50 most egregious video-game finishing moves. [106] Darrius was voiced by: Steve Jones (MK:D) After becoming disillusioned with the oppressive nature of his home in Seido, Darrius led a resistance movement that sought to overthrow the royal senate. He took advantage of his strict laws to manipulate individuals into joining his
movement. According to his Biography of Deception, he used to have another Family Guard (apparently Dairou, but this was never explicitly stated) killed, to provoke them to retaliate with force and was therefore punished with detention, after which Darrius released them from prison and convinced them to join his ranks. In the end, he hired Dairou to steal
the Declaration of Order, a scroll depicting Seido's law, then he led his revolutionary group defeated Hotaru's forces and annexed control of the Senate. [107] Designed by Steve Beran, Darrius is the latest new addition to the Deception list, and his original role in the game was the new leader of the Red Dragon clan. [108] Alternate costumes—a pair of
orange gi bottoms and and a nod to actor Jim Kelly in the martial arts films Enter the Dragon and Black Belt Jones. According to Beran, the character's look was inspired by comic book art of the 1960s and 70s, and the end result was meant to be a mix of elements that blended with a sleek modern approach. He also described Darrius as having a 'no take on
B.S.' attitude, like a star athlete who has made his way to fame from a rough and humble beginning. [108] Darrius is portrayed by Boon as a more American fighting game character who has an indescribable appeal to him, and character artist Herman Sanchez is enthusiastic that he is lean and ruthless, aggressive, [and with] style. Lead storyteller John Vogel
expressed his desire to see the character in future MK installments. [109] Darrius did not make the 2012 UGO list of the top fifty series characters, but Gavin Jasper of Den of Geek rated him more favorable in the 2015 rankings than the series' 73 character players (44th): He soon fell into mortal kombat obscurity, but... he deserves to revisit the bottom line.
[4] Prima Games ranked him 26th on the series' top fifty finishers list in 2014. [110] Gameranx ranked seventh out of ten on the 2012 list of the series' most egregious Fatalities. It's a pity this fatality doesn't make a reappearant in the latest Mortal Kombat. [111] However, Game Informer named him one of the series' most confusing finishers. [59] Havik Voiced
by: Ryan Rosenberg (MK:D, MK:A) Havik is a cleric of Chaosrealm, and his sole representative in the game. Good or evil, his ambition is to spread discord and he is beraying with those who can advance his goals, regardless of their goals. He was a frequent troublemaker in Orderealm and shared bitter rivalries with his general, Hotaru, but Havik's role in the
game was not related to the newly reformed Kabal and Black Dragon. Havik defies the Dragon King, Onaga, who rules by diktat. He meets the badly wounded Kabal, who has been defeated by Mavado, the leader of a rival clan, the Red Dragon. Havik restores Kabal's health and convinces him to restore the former glory of the Black Dragon clan in the name
of anomie. He did this to promote chaos in Earthrealm. Havik, along with Kabal and new recruits Kira and Cobra, venture into Outworld. There, Havik reveals his plan: to lure the heroes into battle with Onaga, and, once the Dragon King has been defeated, drop or distract the battle winners long enough that Havik can consume Onaga's heart, which will give
him Onaga's ability to The dead. Havik lures the heroes to the Dragon King as planned and thus puts his scheme into motion, although in the late Kabal, Kabal kills Havik and steals Onaga's heart for himself. Havik made a cameo appearance in Mortal Kombat (2011), in the late Noob Saibot. He serves serve the main antagonist in the Mortal Kombat X
prequel comics, in which he aligns with Reiko in his attempt to take over Outworld. Havik is the mastermind behind the curse of the cursed Kamidogu dagger that brainwashes some characters and puts them under his deadly powers throughout the story's arc, and he also uses Reiko as a container in which to store Shinnok's amulets (whose revelations are
caused by Havik manipulating Reiko to suicide), which he plans to use to descend all nature into chaos. His plan is foiled by Scorpion, who rips Havik's off-panel head — breaking the curse in the process — and presents his severed head to Drahmin and Moloch, then is killed by Quan Chi by trampling Havik's head on Netherrealm. It is revealed that Havik
has an agreement with Quan Chi to find the amulet, but Havik has his own plan to use it for full-scale chaos. Havik was designed by Steve Beran as an alternative outfit for Noob Saibot before being given his own storyline,[112] although his real name during the development of Fraud was Skab. [113] Ed Boon said that the developers wanted a decaying
character whose special would look annoying, such as his knee bending the wrong way every time he fired a projectile, or he broke his own neck during a battle. [114] She was ranked 38th on UGO's 2012 list of the top 50 Mortal Kombat characters. The character has received positive reviews as the top debut character from Deception. Hardcore Gaming
101 describes Havik as [p]robbing the least lamest of newcomers in Deception, although that's not much to say. [35] Dustin Thomas of Destructoid said in 2014, The only new character in Deception who deserves to be a Mortal Kombat character is Havik. [71] In his 30th rank in their 2015 ranking of 73 series characters, Den of Geek said, While the entire
Orderrealm/Chaosrealm subplot was never quite caught, Havik was strong enough to exist on his own. [4] Sam Ashurst of Total Film named Havik among his seven sought-after evil characters for the third Mortal Kombat film in 2009, as we liked the idea of someone who looked like a zombie version of Genghis Khan walking around and doing good deeds
occasionally, adding that he should be played by Jason Statham in a cheap Skeletor costume. [44] Kabal's Final Deception was ranked #135 in the 2013 4thletter list of the top 200 fighting games. Despite his dying, Havik is quite jazzed about this development. It's chaos, baby! [115] Hotaru Voiced by: Chase Ashbaker (MK:D) Hotaru was a high and
imposing general of Seido, the Kingdom of Order, and eagerly to preserve law and order at any cost, even if it means aligning himself with the Dragon King Onaga to achieve this. He is neutral because he preserves law and order for people of higher authority, regardless of their side or their intentions. He first appeared in on Konquest mode when Shujinko
needs his help, and he then ventures to Outworld to face Shao Kahn's Tarkatan army that besieges lei chen's walled city to complete shujinko's mission to keep up. However, when Shujinko then returns to Seido to visit him for another assignment, Hotaru imprisons him for violating the curfew. Shujinko was in captivity for many years before Dairou took out
two guards positioned in Shujinko's cell and freed him before disappearing; Hotaru mistakenly believes Shujinko himself killed the two men and fled, provoking a battle in which Shujinko emerges victorious over his former allies. Years later, Hotaru's forces came under Onaga's command; Believing that this newly resurrected ruler will bring order to the
universe, Hotaru helps the Dragon King hordes in their attacks and pursues those who will stand against them, such as Sub-Zero and Kenshi, who hotaru had previously set out to bring to justice before Onaga. He is, however, unaware that a reward has been placed on his head: Hotaru has in the past served as a guard for Dairou while the latter was jailed
for murder. Dairou is now under contract to eliminate Hotaru, but it is not mentioned this was made in Hotaru's bio, while the sub-Zero/ Kenshi tandem factor in his nonkanonic end and Kenshi: Kenshi hacks Hotaru in half before he can kill Sub-Zero, and this scenario is reversed in Hotaru's conclusion that makes him display Kenshi's head being driven to
Onaga before sending [116][117] In addition, in the end of Darrius, Hotaru's forces were unable to stop Seidan's senate coup by darrius revolutionaries,[118] while in the late Dairou, he was killed in battle,[119] giving Hotaru the distinction of suffering death or defeat in three total endings. He fatally stabbed Li Mei through the middle with her naginata during
the opening sequence of MK: Armageddon, but her own prominently mutilated body was seen at the beginning of the 2011 rebooted story mode, which depicted the aftermath of Armageddon. [120] Hotaru was conceived as a polar-versus-chaos command opposite Havik. [121] Her name was translated into firefly in Japanese,[122] which was the inspiration
behind her hard-shell armor costume (with a sashimono banner mounted on the shoulder) designed by Midway character artist Jennifer Hedrick. Hotaru was ranked 43rd in UGO's 2012 list of the top 50 Mortal Kombat characters. Den of Geek ranked him 60th in their 2015 ranking of 73 characters in the series. In the battle between order and chaos, order
tends to become more boring, but Hotaru only quite a cool factor. [4] GamePlayBook's Robert Workman rated Hotaru tenth in his worst series character selection for using lava as a weapon in addition to stealing Liu Kang's Bike Kick for one of his special moves. [80] Her Body Slam finisher Fraud was placed tenth by C.J. Smillie of Game Rant in his 2011
selection of the ten best Fatalities of the series: Hotaru is not the man you want to pee, and if anyone can make you follow the law to T, that's it. [123] Kira Voiced by: Christine Rios (MK:A) On the back, Kira disguises herself as a man and sells weapons to a terrorist organization in the mountains of Afghanistan, but during one such transaction in a cave, her
cover is blown and she has no choice but to fight it out. Emerging victorious, he meets Kabal, who waits outside to see the winner. He decides to reconstruct the Black Dragon, and as a cold and calculated movement Kira reminds him of the Red Dragon, the organization where the Black Dragon split up. Since the Black Dragon does not have this presence,
Kabal offers to make Kira his first recruit. Acceptingly, Kira devotes herself to her new organization, and assists Kabal in recruiting Cobras. According to Kira's MK: The deception ends, Kabal makes his battle of cobras to death a test; Kira won, but both are back in Armageddon. In her official Deception rendering, Kira is seen carrying the same Raptor knife
that Kano has used throughout the series (called dragon teeth in the game). The series' lead storyteller John Vogel described him as the most disciplined of the Black Dragons, while Midway programmer Jay Biondo referred to Kira as a Fatal Attraction character. [124] Kira was left off the UGO list in 2012 from the top fifty characters of the series, but was
among the seven evil series characters wanted by Sam Ashurst from Total Film in 2009 for the third Mortal Kombat film, suggesting she could be played by Olga Kurylenko with a pencil mustache. [44] Kira placed 32nd in the 2015 Den of Geek ranking of 64 franchise players, with the site calling her the evil Sonya Blade which is a little easier to take seriously
than Cobra. John Harty of WhatCulture put his Deception storyline fourth in the selection of ten Most Badass Backstories of the series in 2015, telling of his past in the Black Dragon Past, Whether in fact or in fiction, it was a concept that spoke to someone who had some serious balls. [125] Cobra Voiced by: Alex Brandon (MK:A) Cobra is a young martial
artist from New York City who wants to use his martial arts in real fights to experience the legitimate violence of the sport. The thrill and excitement of fighting began to consume him, and he began killing drug dealers and gangbangers, before moving to convenience stores and gas stations. Eventually, he was arrested, not knowing how many lives he had
destroyed, and while handcuffed in the back Squad, he saw several girls and a masked man with bloody hookswords involved in a standoff with the police. [126] Kabal and Kira immediately take him to a new Black Dragon syndicate after killing the officers. The trio fled to Outworld, where worked for Havik, the cleric of Chaos; in the end of Kabal, he has
Cobra and Kira distracting earth heroes while Kabal fights Havik, but in cobra's own end, he and the Black Dragon only tear up the forces that have emerged as winners over the Dragon King. [127] He appeared in Conquest Armageddon mode with Kabal and Kira, as Taven's first combatants, protecting the bridge with Kira in the Botan Forest that Taven
needed to cross. Kira leaves Cobra as she begins to fight the newcomer, eventually fleeing after she fails to stop him. In the end of his Armageddon, Cobra rises to the finish after defeating Blaze and wants Kira to join him as his queen; The Oldest Gods obeyed her, but turned her into a goddess of death who reduced cobras to dust after she kissed them,
which served as a warning not to demand anything from the Elder Gods. [128] Cobra jokingly dubbed Ben Masters in the bar of his life while Deception was being produced due to his physical resemblance to Street Fighter character Ken Masters, but the publication of a German video game that had to play an early version of the unfinished game then falsely
claimed, much similar to ire Midway, that Ken himself would be a guest character in the game. [129] Like Liu Kang in the game's first generation, Ed Boon describes cobra's role in Deception as a simple character that everyone can pick up and play with special, easy-to-execute moves. [130] GamePlayBook placed cobras sixth in their 2010 list of the ten
worst MK characters. He's got a boxing attack on fire (Shoryuken, anyone?) along with a Windmill Kick (a lame variation of the Storm Kick)... I'm sorry, Cobra, but you don't have a bite. [80] However, Den of Geek rated Cobra (evil Johnny Cage) 35th in their 2015 ranking of 64 series characters,[4] while his Armageddon ended up ranked 101st in the 2013
4thletter ranking of the 200 best end battle games: Akhir Kira had a similar situation in which Kira became all-powerful, helping Cobra and him kill him. They both need a therapist in the worst possible way. [129] Voiced by Nigel Casey (MK:D, MK:A) The main antagonist of Deception, the great Onaga, also known as the Dragon King, was the original ruler of
Outworld until one of his top advisers, Shao Kahn, fatally poisoned him and took control of the beleaguered kingdom itself, but Onaga was actually able to maintain consciousness from beyond the grave. Just some time before Liu Kang's victory over Shang Tsung in mortal kombat tournament, Onaga communicates through death to Shujinko through an
avatar named Damashi (a cheater in Japanese). He persuaded Shujinko to start a quest to unite Kamidogu six realms, claiming he was carrying out the encouragement of the Old Gods. When the Dragon Egg hatches, it transfers its energy to the Reptile, which meets Onaga's predicted return. The Dragon King, thus, used reptiles body as host. After
defeating Quan Chi, Shang Tsung and Raiden, Onaga revives the Earth warriors, killed earlier by the Deadly Alliance, as his pawns. He also formed an alliance with the Tarkatan hordes to keep edenia's army at bay while he searched for a spell that would allow him to unite Kamidogu and give him the highest power. However, Shujinko defeats Onaga,
leaving Onaga with only Shinnok's amulet as his sole form of protection. Nightwolf closes Onaga's soul in the kingdom, separating him from the reptile's body. Sometime later, Onaga is approached at Netherrealm by Shinnok, who offers to restore Onaga's power over Outworld if Onaga helps Daegon defeat Blaze and gain god-like power. He was freed from
his bondage and returned to his own body. In Konquest's Armageddons mode, he is seen joining an alliance with Quan Chi, Shang Tsung and Shao Kahn for their plan to destroy blaze. Onaga was ranked 39th in mortal kombat UGO's 50-character list in 2012. [3] Shujinko Voiced by: Max Crawford (MK:D, MK:A) The main protagonist of Konquest Deception
mode, Shujinko (literally Japanese for protagonist) is trained by Master Bo' Rai Cho in combat art. Soon, Shujinko meets Damashi, who claims to be the messenger of the Old Gods and tells Shujinko to start a search for Kamidogu from each of the six realms. To allow Shujinko to do his bidding, Damashi gives him the ability to absorb the fighting style and
special attack patterns of soldiers he encounters very easily. Shujinko's mission took him more than forty years to complete. Afterwards, Damashi reveals himself to be none other than the Dragon King, Onaga, speaking to Shujinko from beyond death. For this, Shujinko assumes full responsibility, and embarks on a desperate quest to destroy Onaga,
believing himself the only fighter capable of doing so. After defeating Onaga, Shujinko is known as the hero of Outworld. Some time later, Shujinko deliberately allows himself to be captured by Mileena to be closer to Shao Kahn, Onaga, Shang Tsung, and Quan Chi, who he plans to defeat. However, Raiden's deception storyline makes him blame Shujinko's
arrogance and desire for glory for Onaga's resurrection, and he kills Shujinko at the end of his life despite Shujinko's elimination of the Dragon King. [131] Shujinko appears as a playable character in Mortal Kombat: Armageddon in her elderly form. Ed Boon considered Shujinko to be the next generation of Liu Kang at the time of the game's release,[132] but
the character was not well received by fans and critics. Shujinko was ranked 41st on the UGO list in 2012 top fifty Mortal Kombat characters. Den of Geek ranked him 65th in their 2015 ranking of the series' 73 playable characters, calling him one of the most gullible, vulnerable fools in video games. [4] ScrewAttack placed Shujinko eighth eighth the ten worst
Mortal Kombat characters in 2011. [42] Bryan Dawson of Prima Games named him one of the series' cheapest characters because of his moveset which is exclusively made up of other combatant moves. Some combos... You can pull away with [him] crazy. He's basically Shang Tsung with better hair. [25] Hardcore Gaming 101 compared shujinko's old
version to Kill Bill Pai Mei's character. [35] Introduced in Mortal Kombat: Armageddon See as well: Mortal Kombat: Armageddon Daegon Voiced by: Tom Taylorson (MK:A) One of only two new characters introduced in Armageddon, Edenian half-god Daegon is the main antagonist of Konquest mode. He was the evil younger brother of Taven, and the second
son of the patron deity Edena Argus and the prophet Delia, as well as the half-brother of traitor Eden Rain. When Delia foretold the future of the kingdom as Armageddon, Argus had her sons put in incubation guarded by two dragons. They will one day wake up to fight blaze and save the kingdom from Armageddon. Daegon wakes up prematurely due to a
mistake by his protective dragon. Unbalanced by the early resurrection, he kills his parents after learning the true nature of the quest: forming the Red Dragon Clan. The search required both brothers to receive weapons from their father (Drakeswords) and their armor from their mother. Taven and Daegon eventually reach Edenia, where Daegon is defeated
and killed in battle, allowing Taven to fight Blaze. A distinctive feature of his face, in addition to the dragon tattoo on his injured face, is his missing right eye. This character proved difficult to call, so he was originally called Doug during game production. [133] Daegon can be seen fighting Kenshi, Frost, Sareena, or Reiko on The Pit Stage at MK 2011. Daegon
did not make the 2012 UGO list of the top fifty series characters, while he finished 56th in the 2015 Den of Geek ranking of 73 series characters. [4] Hardcore Gaming 101 argues that the name in Daegon's development is probably the most interesting thing about it. [35] Voiced by: Phil Ridarelli (MK:A) Protagonist of Armageddon, Taven is the half-god of
Edenia, son of Argus and Delia, and half-brother of traitor Edenian Rain. He has the ability to control fire, like his younger brother Daegon. Konquest mode revolves around a contest between Taven and Daegon formed by their father to save the kingdom from Armageddon by defeating a creature named Blaze, with the winner replacing his father's place,
becoming the full god and Protector of Edenia. Until then, they will be sent to Earthrealm and kept in incubation by two dragons until Blaze calls for them to wake up. When Taven is released by his dragon, he discovers that Daegon has awakened then, kill their parents, and form a Clan of Red Dragons to find blaze faster as well as to eliminate Taven.
Taven, what's going on? he defeated Daegon in battle, but was killed during the battle of Armageddon. Taven had a cameo in the 2011 Mortal Kombat reboot, in one of Raiden's visions against Dark Raiden. Like Daegon, the naming process proved difficult, and so he was called Bob until his last name was determined. Ed Boon revealed that he initially
opposed Taven's last name, before it made sense to him. [134] Taven made the 2012 UGO list of the top fifty Mortal Kombat characters in 48th place. [3] Hardcore Gaming 101 called it completely generic,[35] and Destructoid named it the second worst character behind Hsu Hao: Taven is the most bland character in MK history. [71] He placed 58th in the
2015 Den of Geek rankings out of 73 playable characters. Appearing in a game based around including every playable Mortal Kombat character, Taven's generic design doesn't help him. [4] Introduced in Mortal Kombat (2011) See also: Mortal Kombat (2011 video game) Mortal Kombat includes two exclusive guest characters: Freddy Krueger from the horror
film franchise A Nightmare on Elm Street; [135] and Kratos from God of War. [136] Main article Skarlet: Skarlet (Mortal Kombat) Cyber Sub-Zero Main article: Sub-Zero (Mortal Kombat) Introduced in Mortal Kombat X See also: Mortal Kombat X Mortal Kombat X introduces four exclusive downloadable guest characters: Jason Voorhees from Friday's 13th
horror movie franchise; Predators of the Predator franchise; Xenomorph Alien from the Alien franchise; and Leatherface from the Texas chainsaw massacre horror film franchise. Main article Cassie Cage: Cassie Cage D'Vorah Voiced by: Kelly Hu (MKX, MK11) Performed by: Brenda Barrie A member of an insectrodity race called Kytinn, originating from the
island of Arnyek, merged with Outworld. [137] She is the featured character in the game's story mode, where she is first seen as a follower of Kotal Kahn, although in reality, she is actually a follower of Shinnok. During story mode, she helps Earthrealm defenders retrieve Shinnok's amulet from Mileena. After their success, he personally kills Mileena, betrays
Kotal Kahn, and travels to Earthrealm with a talisman to free Shinnok. After this is over, he accompanies Shinnok to Jinsei temple, where he is captured by Cassie Cage during the last battle. This prequel comic reveals how D'Vorah secretly joins Shinnok behind Kotal Kahn's back after he watches Havik demonstrate the power of Shinnok's amulet. In Mortal
Kombat 11, D'Vorah joins the timekeeper, Kronika, in hopes of ensuring Kytinn's survival. After killing Hanzo Hasashi, his time-displaced revenan injures him in retaliation and forces him to Self. D'Vorah's current whereabouts are unknown because he did not appear after this. CraveOnline assesses the fatality of his Bug Me, where he releases his release
insects that eat their opponents, fifth in their 2015 election out of the top ten Fatalities. [138] D'vorah is a Hebrew feminine given name meaning Bee (pronounced as Deborah in English). [139] Erron Black Voiced by: Troy Baker (MKX, MK11) Performed by: Sorin Brouwers Erron Black is an Earthrealm mercenary weapon in the service of Kotal Kahn who is
begged by the Black Dragon until Kano's betrayal. In his late non-canonical arcade, he was hired by Shang Tsung 150 years ago to kill an Earthrealm warrior in exchange for slowing down his aging process. Erron is back in Mortal Kombat 11, with two different versions of him appearing in story mode. While the current version continues to serve Kotal Kahn,
his younger self is brought back from the past by the Kronika timekeeper and aligns himself with the Black Dragon even though his future allies tell him that he will change allegiance. The character placed tenth in the Den of Geek ranking of 73 playable characters in 2015, with the site calling it Mortal Kombat's Boba Fett. [4] Ferra / Torr Voiced by: Tara
Strong (Ferra); Fred Tatasciore (Torr) Ferra and Torr are a symbiotic couple consisting of young female riders and giant masked brutes respectively, and were found wandering the Tarkatan desert before being made to serve as personal bodyguards of the new Outworld emperor Kotal Kahn. They are an Outworld species where riders bond with their mounts.
[137] When fatalities or brutality are committed on the character, only Torr will be affected and killed, while Ferra survives, either by seemingly disappearing (during the fatalities) or simply lying in pain next to Torr's mutilated body (during brutality). The characters are designed by Justin Murray, with early concept art showing Ferra using different weapons
ranging from a tomahawk to a layered knife mounted on the arm before his scythe knife is completed. [140] Ebenezer Samuel of the New York Daily News mentioned Ferra and Torr as highlights of the game, with their gameplay behavior distracting enough to distract you from the battle, and unique enough to be worth watching. [141] Michael Garvie of G3AR
rated their Playing Time the tenth fatality in his 2015 ranking of the top ten Fatalities. [It] puts those pieces on top of the others with side-splitting effect. It's easy to perform, and even easier to love. [142] Jacqui Briggs Voiced by: Danielle Nicolet (MKX); Megalyn Echikunwoke (MK11) Performed by: Emjoy Gavino Princess Jax Briggs and his wife, Vera, Jacqui
are members of the Cassie Cage Special Forces unit who have enlisted in the military his father's wishes. She developed a romantic relationship with Takeda during game story mode, as well as a temporary rivalry with Kotal Kahn. He is back in Mortal Kombat 11, retaining his role as part of Special Forces unit. Den of Geek ranked 47th in their ranking of 73
series characters. He's fun to play as, but he doesn't stand out enough... its role in story mode is to get into generic fights intended to pad out plots. [4] Ikhtear Shahrukh of The Daily Star described Jacqui as fit[ting] into the stereotype of a typical generic fighting game character instead of being mortal kombat material. [143] Kotal Kahn Voiced by: Phil LaMarr
(MKX, MK11) Performed by: Stephan Scalabrino An Aztec-inspired warrior whose Osh-Tekk empire was merged with Outworld. He was also worshipped in Earthrealm and served Mileena before overthrowing her from the outworld throne for treason. [137] As Osh-Tekk, his power comes from the sun, and he is physically much stronger than humans. He
calls the sun to heal and strengthen itself and burn the enemy. With Outworld's legacy, he can also use blood magic to further strengthen his already powerful abilities. He also used his signature weapon, the macuahuitl, although he had used other weapons such as a tecpatl and two sickles. Although it has the ability to teleport through smoke and fire, it
cannot be used in games. In Mortal Kombat X, he leads a rebellion against Mileena in flashbacks before taking the throne from him and sparking a civil war in Outworld. By this time of the game events, the civil war had reached its peak. Special Forces team Cassie Cage is sent to help Kotal Kahn and inform him of local events, especially the loss of the
Shinnok amulet and Mileena's ownership of it. He and Cassie's team force Mileena's group to hide and execute Mileena herself, ending the civil war. However, after securing The Shinnok amulet, Kotal Kahn immediately betrayed the reformers, imprisoned them and allowed D'Vorah to take the amulet to an un specified location for safekeeping; unaware his
true loyalty is with Shinnok. At the same time, Takeda Takahashi breaks Cassie's team out of jail, and they return to Earthrealm. This caused confusion among outworlders, including Kotal Kahn, who believed bumirealmers and D'Vorah were joint allies. He led a ruthless attack on Cassie and her team and refused to help fight Shinnok, believing his best
course of action was simply to buy more time for Outworld to survive. However, Kahn's Kotal invasion stalled when he was defeated by Jacqui Briggs. Shinnok was eventually defeated, and Kotal Kahn withdrew back to Outworld. In Mortal Kombat 11, Kotal witnesses a time storm caused by a timekeeper, Kronika, who carries some past combatants from And
then until now. He's an ally of his army with raiden's time-displaced version and his former lover Jade to stop the time-displaced Kronika and Shao Kahn. Although he and Jade teamed up to track down Shao Kahn, his anger over the Tarkatan race led to beat him up and make them vulnerable to being caught by their targets. Kotal is almost executed by Shao

Kahn, but Kitana gathers Shokan and Tarkatan to help him in the battle against tyranny. During the fight, Shao Kahn broke Kotal Kahn's back, paralysing him from the waist down. After he defeated Shao Kahn, Kotal named Kitana as the successor to the throne. In an expansion of the Aftermath storyline, Jade takes Kotal to the Soul Chamber to recover, only
to be bullied by Sheeva. When he joined the Earthrealm/Outworld joint forces in attacking Kronika's forces, he was beheaded by Shao Kahn before he could arrive. Kung Jin Voiced by: Johnny Yong Bosch Performed by: Lawrence Kern Kung Lao's nephew, a reformed thief turned Shaolin archer and member of the Cassie Cage Special Forces unit. He made
a cameo appearance in the 34th chapter of the 2015 DC Comics prequel miniseries based on the game, in which he was hired by Bo'Rai Cho and Sub-Zero to collect data on Cyborg Lin Kuei's weaknesses, and then presented Sub-Zero with a stolen flash drive containing a virus. According to NetherRealm Studios, Kung Jin's main costume was inspired by
Mongolian nomadic archers, which contained layers of leather and fur and rough woven fabric, with him wearing it as a symbol of acceptance of his role as a hero, while his bow was designed to double as a staffer. [144] Kung Jin stands as the series' first homosexual character, confirmed by NetherRealm Studios cinematic director Dominic Cianciolo on his
Twitter account in connection with the exchange of dialogue in game story mode between the character and Raiden. [146] Originally portrayed in Mortal Kombat X as Kung Lao's younger cousin, it was retconned in Mortal Kombat 11 to portray Kung Jin as his nephew instead. [147] Den of Geek placed Kung Jin 52nd in their 2015 ranking of 73 playable
characters of the series, describing his revelations to Raiden as sweet, well done, and highly acceptable, but regarded him as the most boring of the game's newcomers: [He was] just a guy with a bow and a plain look. [4] Takeda Takahashi Voiced by: Parry Shen Presented by: Son of Nick Toussaint Kenshi, and member of Special Forces unit Cassie Cage.
After his mother is killed when he is a child, he is entrusted by his father to Scorpion, who raises him as an apprentice in the Shirai Ryu clan and teaches him how to fight, so that he prepares to fight his mother's killer, the Red Dragon clan. Takeda wore a metallic gray armored suit and a yellow-black headband to symbolize her connection to Shirai Ryu.
[Citation needed] He uses a bladed whip given by Fujin that can be used at any range, and, like has telepathic power, in addition to the ability to cause sensory overload in its opponents in the process. Triborg Voiced by: Vic Chao Triborg is a downloadable character as part of the second Kombat Pack. [148] It is a combination of Sektor, Cyrax, and Smoke,
as well as the cybernetic version of Sub-Zero from the 2011 reboot. [149] Special Forces operatives discovered hidden storage data for the Lin Kuei Cyber Initiative, and at the S.F. facility, scientists proceeded to upload the data to the test body. This makes the minds of Sector, Cyrax, and Smoke interconnected, animate the body. After killing everyone at
the facility, Triborg is now trying to destroy all organic life. Introduced in Mortal Kombat 11 See also: Mortal Kombat 11 Mortal Kombat 11 introduces five exclusive downloadable guest characters: Spawn Picture Comics character, T-800 model from Terminator franchise, Joker from DC Comics, cyber-enhanced police officer RoboCop and Vietnam War
veteran John Rambo. Cetrion Voiced by: Mary Elizabeth McGlynn Cetrion is Shinnok's sister and daughter of Kronika, an Old Goddess who harnesses the power of nature and its elements. Cetrion wears natural armor consisting of chiseled jade and flowing foliage. She is regarded as a revered Old Goddess among the Elder Gods. However, after Shinnok's
defeat, he betrays the Old Gods to serve his mother; to whom he and Shinnok are truly faithful. Despite assisting his mother in his plan to reset time, Fire God Liu Kang exploits cetrion's conflict with his loyalty, which causes him to lose several fights before using his powers to strengthen Kronika. Geras Voiced by: Dave B. Mitchell Geras is Kronika's main
underling and enforcer. Having power based on sand and time, it is able to stop time in battle and bank damage done to opponents, which will take effect once the time starts again. He is also able to take seconds from the in-game timer. Geras has robot skin and wears white-and-gold armor with luminous blue energy, similar to Kronika Style. In game story
mode, he cannot be permanently killed because of his regenerative abilities. While facing Raiden during the final battle, Geras is dropped into the Sea of Blood without a Netherrealm base. In the expansion of the Aftermath story, Geras is killed by Shao Kahn and Sindel, leaving his fate uncertain despite his power. Kollector Voiced by: Andrew Morgado
Kollector is an armed sixth tribute collector, a Naknadan who served as enforcer for former Outworld emperor Shao Kahn. He went into hiding following the rise of the current emperor Kotal Kahn, until he was captured by Kotal himself. When the Time Merger caused by Kronika occurred at the same time Kollector was to be executed, Kollector managed to
escape and reunite with the time-displaced Shao Kahn and the allies when he joined the Kronika army. [151] Kollector was able to utilize a wide range of weaponry, including lanterns, chain mace, bag bombs, and fire bottles. After each Kollector packs the body of his slain enemy into a leather wrap on his back. He has had one of his siblings killed by Erron
Black in the past. Voiced by: Jennifer Hale Mother of Elder Gods Shinnok and Cetrion, Kronika is a titan and time architect who has overseen events in both timelines of the Mortal Kombat series. He seeks to reset time and restore the right balance to the universe after Raiden's defeat of Shinnok. Says balance involves Cetrion, paragons of light, life, and
virtue and Shinnok, paragons of darkness, death, and vice fighting and pitting each other into eternal war. She is the series' first female boss character and the main antagonist of Mortal Kombat 11, as well as the true main antagonist overall of the entire series. He was originally developed as a male character. [152] Other of these characters were never
featured in the game, either because they never existed or were removed during development. Turn Turn (right) in the leaked Mortal Kombat Gold screenshot Turn was originally scheduled for Mortal Kombat Gold but was cut from the final release. [154] He was created by Eurocom and, according to Ed Boon, was removed from the game because
developers did not have time to complete it. [155] Nevertheless, Eurocom inadvertently sent information about the game with Belokk in it to the Game Informer, and as a result, six screenshots of it were leaked to the public in previews, at special request. [156] Hornbuckle Well after the mkii home port by Probe and Sculptured Software was released, rumors
of extra hidden characters began swirling around this and the original arcade version despite the fact that all the secrets of the game were known at the time. At MKII, pit II's stage backdrop depicts Liu Kang's palette exchange; one was covered in fire and the other was wearing black and green pants. When rumors began to circulate, these characters were
eventually named Torch and Hornbuckle respectively. Hornbuckle's name comes from the port of SNES, where Jade sometimes appears on stage just before the fight and tells Hornbuckle who?. [157] This is a reference to Leanne Hornbuckle, whose name appears in the Special Thanks section of the game credits by Sculptured Software. [158] Guest
characters Guest characters from various media franchises have appeared in the next Mortal Kombat game after the 2008 mortal kombat vs DC Universe crossover title. = Playable in the basics list of games = Playable at a later date iteration of the game = Appear as an unplayable opposing character MKvs.DCU MK9 MKX MK11 Batman Playable Shazam
Playable Catwoman Playable Deathstroke Playable Darkseid Playable The Flash Playable Green Lantern The Joker Playable Playable PlayableDLC Lex Luthor Playable Superman Playable Playable Kratos PlayablePS3 Freddy Krueger PlayableDLC PlayableMOB Jason Voorhees PlayableDLC Predator PlayableDLC Alien PlayableDLC Leatherface
PlayableDLC Spawn PlayableDLC The Terminator PlayableDLC RoboCop PlayableDLC John Rambo PlayableDLC Exclusive to Mortal Kombat vs. DC Universe See also: Mortal Kombat vs. DC Universe Dark Kahn Voiced by: Perry Brown and Patrick Seitz Dark Kahn are the boss characters who appear exclusively in Mortal Kombat vs. DC Universe as the
game's main antagonist and the only original character in the game. Dark Kahn is a terrible creature of pure anger created by the accidental merging of Darkseid and Shao Kahn. Although he did not appear in Injustice 2, Dark Kahn was referred to by Sub-Zero and Raiden in pre-battle dialogue with certain characters. Reference ^ Mortal Kombat Secrets:
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